Older, middle-income rural couples and families

Who They Are

The largest PRIZM segment with nearly 400,000 households, Down to Earth consists of older couples and families found in rural communities across the country. Nine out of ten adults are homeowners, typically living in modest, single-detached homes built before 1980. The majority of maintainers are over 55 years old. Most Down to Earth households earn average incomes from a mix of blue-collar and service sector jobs in agriculture, construction and the trades. And while the most common family type is empty-nesting couples, more than a third of households contain couples with kids of all ages. What these rural folks share is a tradition-bound lifestyle: more than 80 percent of households are third-plus-generation Canadians and a significant percentage start their day with early-morning chores. As in other rural communities, Down to Earth residents spend their leisure time close to home and nature, enjoying sewing, knitting, bird-watching and snowmobiling. Their yards often have a small collection of trucks, cars, boats, ATVs and RVs; status is expressed in the size of their pickup. And many are strong on the value of Fulfillment Through Work, believing that one’s work should be useful to others.

Befitting a rural segment, the residents of Down to Earth enjoy the same outdoorsy activities their grandparents would have enjoyed: hunting, fishing and gardening. They’re less likely to pursue aerobic sports than quieter hobbies like making crafts; many do their own home improvement projects. For a special occasion, they’ll attend a curling bonspiel or golf match, and they’ll occasionally visit a casino or bingo hall. Now that many Down to Earth residents have retired, they're travelling more, though typically within Canada using their camper or RV. Not surprisingly, these older folks have traditional media patterns. They watch an average amount of TV, particularly home improvement shows, sports and sitcoms. They describe radio as “more personal” than other media, and tune in to new and traditional country, oldies and religious programs. With their communities beyond the territory of daily newspapers, they subscribe to local papers and magazines that cover gardening, health, hobbies and senior citizen issues. As for digital media, they go online for mostly utilitarian reasons: banking, reading newspapers or viewing classified ads.

How They Think

The backcountry folks of Down to Earth are traditionalists. They believe in family and country, supporting the conventional definition of family and backing a strong role for Canada on the global stage (Traditional Families, National Pride). They value organized religions and playing by the rules (Religiosity, Obedience to Authority). And they worry about the impact of immigration on their way of life, believing newcomers should give up their cultural identities to adopt the mainstream culture (Xenophobia, Cultural Assimilation). Down to Earth members are exactly what their segment name implies: people who are cool and controlled, keeping their emotions in check and guided instead by reason and logic (Emotional Control). But they still value unexpected events that disrupt their daily routine (Importance of Spontaneity). Many turn to nature to recharge their batteries and enjoy activities that take them outdoors (Attraction to Nature). In the marketplace, their Financial Concern Regarding the Future makes them a tough sell, and their Utilitarian Consumerism is reflected in their strong preference for items that are practical rather than aesthetically pleasing. With their Technology Anxiety, they’re among the last to embrace digital media and smart devices.